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Internal conversion of the anionic GFP
chromophore: in and out of the I-twisted S1/S0
conical intersection seam†
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The functional diversity of the green ﬂuorescent protein (GFP) family is intimately connected to the interplay
between

competing

photo-induced

transformations

of

the

chromophore

motif,

anionic

p-

hydroxybenzylidene-2,3-dimethylimidazolinone (HBDI). Its ability to undergo Z/E-isomerization is of
particular importance for super-resolution microscopy and emerging opportunities in optogenetics. Yet,
key dynamical features of the underlying internal conversion process in the native HBDI chromophore
remain largely elusive. We investigate the intrinsic excited-state behavior of isolated HBDI to resolve
competing decay pathways and map out the factors governing eﬃciency and the stereochemical
outcome of photoisomerization. Based on non-adiabatic dynamics simulations, we demonstrate that
non-selective progress along the two bridge-torsional (i.e., phenolate, P, or imidazolinone, I) pathways
accounts for the three decay constants reported experimentally, leading to competing ultrafast
relaxation primarily along the I-twisted pathway and S1 trapping along the P-torsion. The majority of the
population (70%) is transferred to S0 in the vicinity of two approximately enantiomeric minima on the Itwisted intersection seam (MECI-Is). Despite their sloped, reactant-biased topographies (suggesting low
photoproduct yields), we ﬁnd that decay through these intersections leads to products with a surprisingly
high quantum yield of 30%. This demonstrates that E-isomer generation results at least in part from
direct isomerization on the excited state. A photoisomerization committor analysis reveals a diﬀerence in
intrinsic photoreactivity of the two MECI-Is and that the observed photoisomerization is the combined
result of two eﬀects: early, non-statistical dynamics around the less reactive intersection followed by
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later, near-statistical behavior around the more reactive MECI-I. Our work oﬀers new insight into internal
conversion of HBDI that both establishes the intrinsic properties of the chromophore and enlightens
principles for the design of chromophore derivatives and protein variants with improved photoswitching
properties.

Introduction
The green uorescent protein (GFP1–4) and its relatives have
established themselves as key tools in bioimaging and cell biology
by enabling visualization of protein transport/localization in realistic environments.5–8 The family of GFP proteins displays
a remarkable variety in their photophysical properties, including
spectral range, uorescence quantum yield, photostability and
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photoswitchability.9–12 Intriguingly, this functional diversity is
enabled by relatively minor variations in the chromophore motif
and/or the protein scaﬀold.13–17 The function of these proteins is
inextricably linked to the properties of the 4-hydroxybenzylidene2,3-dimethylimidazolinone (HBDI) chromophore core18 (Fig. 1a).
Outside the protein environment (i.e., in vacuum and solution), the HBDI chromophore is essentially non-uorescent at
room temperature, quenched by ultrafast radiationless decay.19
In solution, uorescence can be recovered by suppressing large
amplitude molecular motion with lowered temperatures and/or
increased viscosity.20,21 Recently, Andersen and coworkers
demonstrated using a femtosecond pump-probe scheme
combined with a time-resolved action technique (detection of
neutral fragments) that uorescence is an intrinsic property of
the HBDI chromophore.22 Specically, upon cooling to 100 K,
the existence of tiny barriers on S1(pp*) was demonstrated by
trapping the isolated chromophore on the excited state for 1.2
ns, long enough to establish uorescence conditions.
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Fig. 1 Coupling between bridge-torsional motion and intramolecular
charge-transfer character in gaseous HBDI. (a) Torsional dependence
of the S0 and S1 energies and the direction of intramolecular chargetransfer on S1, computed at the a(0.64)-SA3-CASSCF(4,3)/6-31G*
level. Adiabatic state energies and Mulliken charges are reported in
Tables S1 and S2.† Note the broken y-axis, indicating that S2 is located
>1 eV above S1 (Table S1†). (b) Schematic representation of the threestate diabatic Hamiltonian which upon diagonalization gives the
adiabatic states in (a). Displacement along the torsional coordinates
leads to a block-diagonal form. The colored shadings indicate the
relative sign and magnitude of the matrix elements (diagonal: diabaticstate energies, oﬀ-diagonal: diabatic-state couplings). (c) Diabatic
state energies (i.e., the diagonal elements of the eﬀective Hamiltonians
in (b)), their charge distribution and bonding character across the
bridge.

In the gas phase, the main deactivation pathways following
photoexcitation to S1 include internal conversion to the electronic ground state and electron autodetachment from the S1
state to give the neutral HBDI radical in the D0 state. With
a vertical excitation energy of 2.57 eV,23 the S1 state of the isolated chromophore is bound with respect to vertical (2.68–
2.85 eV (ref. 24–27)) and adiabatic electron detachment (2.73 eV
(ref. 25)). Within the linear excitation regime, internal conversion is the dominant deactivation channel across the S0–S1
absorption band (415–500 nm),28 with autodetachment playing
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a minor role (occurring on a 30 ps time scale), as measured by
direct electron detection.29 According to time-resolved photoelectron (TRPES)30 and action spectroscopy,22 the excited-state
population decay at room temperature is characterized by
three time scales; a fast (330 fs), an intermediate (1.3–1.4 ps)
and a longer-lived (>10 ps) component. However, the explicit
nature of dominant decay mechanisms remains unresolved
experimentally because of the diﬃculties associated with
characterizing and controlling initial stereoisomer constitution
and diﬀerentiating transient species.
Theoretical studies suggest that the excited-state decay
proceeds along two alternative pathways, corresponding to
rotation around one of the methine bridge bonds (i.e., either the
imidazolinone, I, or phenolate, P), and is accompanied by
twisted intramolecular charge-transfer (TICT) across the bridge
(Fig. 1a). The coupling between torsion and charge-transfer is
a common feature of monomethine dyes, with HBDI representing an asymmetric example near the so-called cyanine limit
(i.e., characterized by the electronic charge being fully delocalized over the p-conjugated skeleton in the electronic ground
state).31–33 Importantly, the two torsional pathways in the
anionic form feature oppositely directed intramolecular charge
transfer.34,35 Only internal conversion mediated by the I-twisted
conical intersection (CI) seam may lead to direct E-stereoisomer
formation whereas rotation around the P-bond recovers the
original ground state (possibly the indistinguishable P-ipped
conguration). This naturally raises two questions: (i) what is
the relative dynamical importance of the competing I- and Ptwisted excited-state pathways, and (ii) what is the intrinsic
propensity of HBDI to undergo internal conversion with
signicant photoisomerization quantum yield? Addressing
these questions could signicantly rene our understanding of
the photoswitching tunability of the chromophore, leading to
proposed chemical substitutions or environmental modications to accomplish a desired change. Recently, Carrascosa et al.
employed a combination of tandem ion mobility mass spectrometry and laser spectroscopy to provide the rst experimental evidence that successful isomerization, (i.e., leading to
the E-isomer photoproduct) does occur in isolated HBDI upon
photoexcitation.28 However, the experiments were not able to
determine whether isomerization is mediated directly by
internal conversion or indirectly by subsequent torsional
barrier crossing on the hot ground state, and the photoproduct
quantum yield was not reported.
So far, electronic structure methods capable of describing
the energetic ordering of the I- and P-twisted congurations of
isolated HBDI have been limited to static calculations.
Although these provide valuable insight into the potential
energy landscape,34,36 detailed dynamics remain unexplored
with methods that can accurately describe the partitioning
between I- and P-twisting. Early calculations suggested that
torsional motion around both the I- and P-bonds was barrierless35 or barrierless along the P-twisting coordinate.34 However,
the most recent high-level calculations conrm the existence of
a shallow planar minimum on S1 (0.1 eV below the Franck–
Condon (FC) point), characterized by elongated bridge bonds
and similar bridge torsional barriers of 0.05 eV.36 However,
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due to the non-equilibrium conditions induced by photoexcitation, account of inertial eﬀects is essential to address the
dynamical relevance of competing pathways as well as the
intrinsic photoreactivity of their associated CI seams.
In this work, we address the two unresolved questions of
pathway bifurcation and photoproduct quantum yield of HBDI
internal conversion dynamics. We investigate the competition
between the I- and P-deactivation pathways by performing nonadiabatic dynamics simulations using ab initio multiple
spawning42,43 (AIMS) and monitor the ensuing ground-state
dynamics following decay near the I-twisted CI seam to determine the photoisomerization quantum yield. We further
present a photoisomerization committor analysis45,46 which
together with the dynamical behavior enables a mapping of
potential and inertial eﬀects governing the photoreactivity of
the dynamically accessed regions of the I-twisted CI seam. Such
detailed insight of the zeroth-order behavior (i.e., isolated
chromophore) is a foundational step towards controlling the
photodynamical features of the chromophore in a protein
environment.

Computational details
The non-adiabatic dynamics following photoexcitation to
S1(pp*) were modeled using AIMS with adiabatic energies,
nuclear gradients and non-adiabatic couplings computed using
the complete active space self-consistent eld (CASSCF) implementation47–49 in a development version of the graphicalprocessing-unit-accelerated TeraChem program.50–53 Specically, we use the empirically-corrected a-CASSCF method that
was recently demonstrated to be an eﬃcient way of modeling
dynamical correlation eﬀects in HBDI across relevant geometries.47 We used an active space consisting of four electrons in
three orbitals (the bonding, non-bonding and anti-bonding
methine bridge orbitals, see Fig. S2a of the ESI†) with averaging over the three lowest singlet states and the 6-31G* basis
set, i.e., a-SA3-CASSCF(4e,3o)/6-31G*. The three-state averaging
provides a balanced description of the photoisomerization in
the anionic HBDI chromophore, permitting deactivation
through both bridge torsional modes.44 The procedure used for
tting the a-parameter and its validation against extended
multistate multireference second-order perturbation theory54
(XMS-CASPT2) are described in section S1.†
The initial conditions (ICs) for the AIMS simulations were
sampled from a ground-state harmonic Wigner distribution at
300 K, with normal modes and harmonic frequencies computed
using MP2/cc-pVDZ.55 To avoid articially long C–H bonds,
caused by the linearization of the methyl torsions in the
harmonic approximation, three normal modes, dominated by
these rotations, were excluded from the sampling. Absorption
spectra were generated on the basis of 500 samples using the
excitation energies and oscillator strengths computed with
a(0.64)-SA3-CASSCF(4,3)/6-31G*. The stick spectra were
convolved with a Gaussian line shape (FWHM ¼ 0.07 eV) and
uniformly blue-shied by +0.16 eV to match the experimental
absorption maximum for HBDI (Fig. S3†). To mimic the pump
energy used in a previous TRPES experiment on anionic HBDI
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in the gas-phase,30 30 ICs were randomly sampled with the
constraint of having a vertical excitation energy (shied by +0.16
eV) within 2.48  0.05 eV, i.e., slightly red-detuned with respect
to the linear absorption maximum. Only the two lowest singlet
electronic states relevant for the photodynamics (S0 and S1) were
considered in the AIMS dynamics. Each IC was initiated on S1
under the independent rst-generation approximation,56 i.e.,
they are uncoupled and run independently from the beginning,
and propagated using AIMS for 10 ps (4  105 a.u.) or until the
S1 population dropped below 0.01. The equations of motion
were integrated with an adaptive time step of 20 a.u. (0.48 fs),
which was reduced upon encounter of regions with nonadiabatic coupling. A spawning threshold of 0.005 Eh/ħ (scalar
product between derivative coupling and nuclear velocity
vectors at a given time step) was applied and the minimum
population of a trajectory basis function (TBF) to spawn was
0.01. Errors of decay time constants were estimated with the
bootstrap method,57,58 using 1500 bootstrapping samples. TBFs
on S0 which did not couple with other TBFs for at least 5 fs were
decoupled and continued independently on S0. The stereoisomer distribution on S0 was followed for a further 1 ps period
and classied as described in section S2.†
To rationalize the eﬀects of geometrical deformations, we
use the three-state diabatic model proposed by Olsen and
McKenzie44 (summarized in Fig. 1b and c and section S3†).
While earlier work has focused on the coupling between chargetransfer behavior and the bridge-torsional degrees of
freedom,31,44 we focus on the additional geometrical deformations required to reach the intersection seam. In this model,
approximate diabatic states are constructed from the eﬀective
covalent Hamiltonian obtained by block-diagonalization59,60 of
the full Hamiltonian in the basis of singlet conguration-state
functions (CSFs) into covalent and ionic blocks. The energy
levels and electronic characters of the resulting covalentdominated diabatic states (jIi, jPi and jBi) are shown in Fig. 1c.
The six singlet CSFs are generated by distributing four electrons
in the three fragment-localized active-space orbitals (labeled p,
b and i according to their location) obtained from Boys localization61 (Fig. S2b†). Further details are provided in section S3.†

Results and discussion
We rst validate the chosen method with respect to its ability
to capture the relative energetics along the key I- and Ptorsional modes. As shown in section S1,† a(0.64)-SA3CASSCF(4,3) correctly reproduces the energetic ordering predicted by XMS-SA3-CASPT2(4,3) for the S1 twisted congurations with respect to the FC point. In particular, only the Itwisted MECI is energetically accessible from the FC point,
consistent with previous high-level calculations.36 As noted
earlier, progress along either of the torsional modes is almost
barrierless and uorescence from the shallow planar S1
minimum is recoverable only at low temperatures.22 Although
we nd a small barrier along fP (0.01 eV), the S1 planar
structure does not represent a minimum with a-CASSCF due to
the absence of a barrier along fI (Fig. S5†). Nevertheless,
because of the substantial total initial kinetic energy (2.79 eV,
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half the energy of the zero-point vibrational energy on the
ground state as obtained from the Harmonic Wigner
sampling) and the negligible torsional barriers, we do not
expect this discrepancy to be critical for determining the
branching ratio of the competing twisting pathways at noncryogenic temperatures. We conclude that a-CASSCF oﬀers
a suﬃciently accurate and eﬃcient route to explore dynamical
eﬀects in the excited-state deactivation of HBDI. Geometric
parameters of key critical points and their relative ground- and
excited-state energies at both levels of theory are reported in
Fig. S4 and Tables S1, S3 and S4.†
Fig. 2 presents the S1 population decay prole for gasphase HBDI obtained from the a-CASSCF AIMS simulations. The relaxation is characterized by three diﬀerent time
scales: an ultrafast femtosecond component, an intermediate
and a longer-lived picosecond component. Initially aer
photoexcitation, there is a denite lag period before any
population transfer to S0 is observed. Fitting of the S1 population prole (based on the 10 ps simulation) to a delayed
biexponential decay yields a lag time of 177  35 fs and decay
time constants of 909  169 fs and 9.0  5.1 ps with amplitudes of 83 and 17%, respectively. This indicates that most of
the wavepacket undergoes fast (1 ps) internal conversion to
the ground state while a fraction remains trapped on S1 for
longer times. These time scales agree reasonably well with the
experimental time constants reported for gaseous HBDI at
ambient temperature (300–330 fs, 1.3–1.4 ps and >10 ps).22,30
Although a rigorous experiment–theory comparison requires
calculation of the relevant experimental observable (e.g.,

Fig. 2 S1 population decay obtained from the a(0.64)-SA3CASSCF(4,3) AIMS dynamics together with a delayed bi-exponential ﬁt
(black dashed line). The labels give the lag time as well as the two decay
time constants and their amplitudes (in parentheses). Associated error
bars are standard errors estimated by bootstrapping with 1500 bootstrap samples. Less than 10% of the population remains trapped on S1
by the end of the simulation time (10 ps). The colored shadings
indicate the decomposition of the S0 re-population into direct I- and
P-twisting pathways as well as an indirect I-pathway which twists
about the I bond only after ﬁrst twisting and then untwisting about the
P bond (see Fig. 5). These were computed as incoherent sums over
TBF populations associated with S0.
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TRPES) and remains a task for future work, this overall good
agreement lends credence to the following analysis of the
simulations.
Origin of delayed bi-exponential decay
Previous static34,36,62 (and in two cases dynamic35,63) calculations
suggested bridge torsions and pyramidalization as key deactivation coordinates. To investigate their dynamical importance
and elucidate the mechanistic details underlying the experimentally reported time scales, we analyze the progress of the
excited-state wavepacket and characterize the geometries which
mediate population transfer.
Fig. 3a and b display the initial 2 ps time evolution of the
one-dimensional reduced S1 densities along the fI and fP
dihedrals, respectively. These were computed using a previously-described Monte Carlo procedure.64 The blue lled
circles indicate spawning geometries (i.e., the centroid positions of the spawned TBFs) associated with non-adiabatic
population transfer events. Departure from the FC region
involves weakening of the both bridge bonds which facilitates
subsequent redistribution of vibrational energy into the two
bridge torsional coordinates. Owing to the asymmetry of the Iring, oppositely directed I-twisted geometries are enantiomers,
while the corresponding P-twisted structures are identical.
Consistent with the essentially barrierless potential energy

Fig. 3 Time evolution of the S1 wavepacket density along the bridge
torsional modes within the ﬁrst 1.8 ps after photoexcitation. The S1
reduced density is projected onto the (a) fI and (b) fP dihedral angles.
The fast-oscillating component (55 fs) originates from bridge HOOP
motion. While motion along the fI dihedral mediates signiﬁcant
population transfer, the fP torsional mode leads to population trapping
on S1 for longer time scales. Blue ﬁlled circles indicate the location of
non-adiabatic transition events. Slightly asymmetric density distributions with respect to the rotational sense of torsion are an indicator of
sampling errors, since the underlying potential energy proﬁles are
exactly symmetric.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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curves along both torsional modes, roughly half of the population (40%) initially undergoes fP twisting while the
remaining proceeds along fI. That is, the torsional motion is
dominated by one-bond-ip pathways (early temporal evolution
of the S1 density in the (fP, fI) plane is shown in Fig. S6†). The
onset of the population decay (non-adiabatic transition events
indicated as blue circles) coincides with nearly perpendicular Itwisted congurations but the emergence of oscillations with
period of 880 fs (frequency of 38  11 cm1, as obtained from
a Fourier-component analysis of individual TBFs) is indicative
of a sloped access to the CI seam (only 34% of the population
is transferred during the rst seam crossing). Displacement
along the fP mode exhibits more pronounced oscillations
(frequency of 48  18 cm1, period of 700 fs), and the Ptwisted fraction of the excited-state wavepacket largely
remains trapped on S1 beyond 2 ps. The coupling to the faster
bridging methine hydrogen out-of-plane (HOOP) motion
appears as a high-frequency component (582  54 and 611 
100 cm1 along P- and I-twisted pathways, respectively, corresponding to a period of 55 fs) along both torsional modes.
The (fP, fI)-distribution of spawning geometries is shown in
Fig. 4c. They cluster into two distinct pathways, dominated by
torsional motion along either one of the bridge dihedrals. These
geometries largely resemble the two types of MECIs reported
previously,34,62,63,65 here labeled MECI-I+/ and MECI-P+/
(Fig. 4a, b and S7†). The superscript +/ labels the sense of
rotation and indicates enantiomeric structures. However, the
sloped access to the intersection seam combined with the
signicant nuclear kinetic energy gained upon twisting means

Chemical Science
that higher-energy regions of the seam become increasingly
relevant in the dynamics. This is seen from the distribution of
S1/S0 energy gaps and the energetic locations of the spawning
geometries relative to the geometrically nearest MECI (Fig. 4d
and e). As shown by decomposing the re-population of S0
according to its torsional mechanism (lled curves in Fig. 2), the
I-twisting pathway accounts for the majority of the population
transfer (60% via direct decay, see below) while only 20%
transfers at P-twisted geometries. The remaining population
(20%) is split between P-trapping on S1 and delayed I-twist
internal conversion following temporary trapping along fP. In
the latter case, the initially P-twisted subpopulation is reected
back via a near-planar conguration to reverse the chargetransfer direction rather than following a higher-energy hulatwist like motion (i.e., concerted rotation around both bridge
bonds).66
The delayed onset and less eﬃcient decay through the Ptwist pathway is consistent with MECI-P+/ being energetically
inaccessible from the FC point (see Fig. S4†). In addition to the
diabatic state-selective destabilization mediated by an asymmetric bond stretching across the bridge, access to the minima
on the intersection seams requires pyramidalization of the
methine C atom. The gradient diﬀerence vectors (g-vector) at
both types of MECIs are dominated by this collective pyramidalization and bond-stretch motion whereas the derivative
coupling vectors (h-vector) mainly represent torsional motion
around the respective bridge bond (Fig. S7†). For later reference,
note that the +h-direction corresponds to torsional motion
toward E-isomer generation for the MECI-Is and P-ipping for

Fig. 4 Geometric characterization of non-adiabatic transition events. Structures of (a) MECI-I+ and (b) MECI-P+ highlighting key geometric
parameters (deﬁnitions are given in Fig. S1†). The arrows deﬁne positive direction of rotation for the bridge dihedrals with zero angles corresponding to the Z-isomer. (c) Distribution of (fI, fP)-dihedrals at the spawning geometries. The radius and color of each circle represent absolute
population transfer and extent of bridge pyramidalization, respectively. The absolute population transfer is deﬁned as the total population gained
by the child TBF from the beginning of the coupled propagation until the gain drops below a threshold value of 104. Eﬃcient population transfer
is associated with signiﬁcant pyramidalization of the methine bridge. Yellow diamonds indicate the location of MECIs. (d) Absolute population
transfer versus S1/S0 energy gap at the non-adiabatic transition events divided according to the decay pathway. (e) Distribution of the S1 energies
at the I- and P-twisted spawning events relative to the geometrically closest MECI. The vertical dashed red (blue) line corresponds to the sum of
the zero-point kinetic energy in the ground-state (within a harmonic approximation) and the energy gap between the FC point and MECI-I+
(MECI-P+) geometry.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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the MECI-Ps. Consistent with the dynamical behavior discussed
above, both types of MECIs are sloped and single path.39,62
Following the paths of steepest descent on S0 starting from
points sampled around the MECIs leads exclusively to recovery
of the original Z-isomer (data not shown). The pyramidalization
on S1 is governed by the fast methine HOOP motion, which
primarily gains amplitude upon torsion, and its direction is
initially dictated by that of the activated torsional mode
(Fig. S8†). The stronger electron aﬃnity of the P-ring (vertical
electron aﬃnities of 1.23 and 0.63 eV for the P- and I-ring,
section S4†) leads to a larger S1/S0 energy gap at P-twisted
geometries (Fig. 1a and Table S1†).36 Similar to the asymmetric bond stretch, pyramidalization acts as a diabatic-state
biasing potential that preferentially destabilizes the
torsionally-decoupled diabatic state dominating S0 (see section
S3†). Due to the larger energy gap, a higher degree of pyramidalization is needed to reach the P-twisted intersection
seam.
The hot ground state will eventually undergo chemical
transformations (such as thermal isomerization, fragmentation
and electron emission28,29) due to absence of intermolecular
energy dissipation channels in the gas phase. However, whether
the preceding internal conversion directly produces E-isomer
via photoisomerization remains an open question. Although
one may provide a simple estimate based on the limiting
regimes of ballistic and statistical behavior (see section S5 and
Fig. S10†), account of dynamical features of the system is
needed to predict its photoreactivity. To investigate this, we
therefore followed the ensuing S0 dynamics and classied the
stereoisomer distribution over a 1 ps time period (section S2
and Fig. S11†). While 55% of the total excited-state population
recovers the ground-state photoreactant (37% of this
subpopulation also undergoes indistinguishable P-ip),
a notable 35% generates photoproduct. An additional 5%
falls into the non-determined region and the remaining fraction
is trapped on S1 till the end of the simulation. Considering only
the population that undergoes decay via the I-twisted channel,

Edge Article
the quantum yield increases to 50%. As seen in Fig. S11b,†
excess energy in the torsional modes leads to large-amplitude
oscillations (spanning 55 relative to the respective
minimum and with a period of 400 fs) but without any
substantial additional isomerization on the ground state.
Accordingly, the average Z- and E-isomer occupancies (51  3%
and 32  3%, respectively) remain stable over the 150 fs to 1 ps
time window.
The main features of the excited-state decay mechanisms in
isolated HBDI appearing from our simulations are summarized in Fig. 5. Photoexcitation is followed by bifurcation of the
wavepacket in near-equal proportions along the two alternative
bridge torsional coordinates. The 180 fs lag time corresponds
to the time associated with vibrational energy redistribution
from FC-active vibrations (low-frequency bridge-bending and
high-frequency bridge-stretching modes36,67) into the torsional
modes required to reach the intersection seams. Not surprisingly, based on the shorter plateau and steeper torsional
gradient with a-CASSCF compared to XMS-CASPT2 (Fig. S5 and
S12†), this delay time is shorter than the fastest reported
experimental decay constant of 300 fs. The 1 ps component
of the biexponential decay is dominated by the faster excitedstate relaxation through the I-twist pathway (0.5 ps) with
a smaller but slower contribution from P-twist mediated decay
(3 ps). The longer time-scale component is a consequence of
a fraction being trapped on S1 along the P-torsional mode. We
note that the lifetime of the trapped P state may be somewhat
underestimated given the energetic closer proximity of MECI-P+/

to the FC point at the present level of theory compared to the
XMS-CASPT2 prediction (Fig. S4†). Nevertheless, the mechanistic insight predicted by our simulations largely supports the
models previously proposed on the basis of experimental data
and high-level static calculations.22,36 In addition, our dynamics
results demonstrate that internal conversion through the Itwisted CI seam mediates photoproduct generation. This is in
contrast to the unreactive behavior predicted by S0 minimum
energy pathways starting near the MECIs. Clearly, a dynamical

Fig. 5 Schematic of the excited-state dynamics of HBDI, showing (i) photoexcitation, (ii) departure from the FC point along the torsional
modes, internal conversion via the (iii) I-twist, (iv) P-twist and (v) delayed I-twist pathways and (vi) trapping along the P-channel. Branching ratios
and time scales from the AIMS dynamics indicated. Ratios are determined relative to the total population. Twisted intramolecular charge-transfer
(TICT) conﬁgurations are indicated by asterisks.
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mapping of the I-twisted intersection seam is necessary to
understand the origin of the non-zero photoproduct quantum
yield.

Mapping the sloped I-twisted intersection seam
To this end, we consider the dynamically accessed regions of the
I-twisted intersection seam, focusing on the positive I-twist
direction (MECI-I+). Fig. 6a shows the distribution and
outcome of the non-adiabatic transition events along the Itorsion and HOOP coordinates, roughly approximating the
branching space in a rst-order analysis, together with contour
plots of the S0 and S1 potential energy surfaces (PESs) (details in
section S6†). The corresponding three-dimensional representations of the PESs are shown in Fig. 6b.
The non-adiabatic population transfer events (shown as
markers) tend to follow a bimodal distribution with maxima
centered around “out-of-phase” congurations (see also
Fig. S8†). These are dened as geometries where the pyramidalization direction of the methine C atom is opposite of the sign
of the torsional displacement relative to a 90 I-twist (Fig. 6c). In

Chemical Science
other words, this notation refers to a static phase relationship
between the HOOP and torsional coordinates at the nonadiabatic transition events. At these geometries, simultaneous
pyramidalization and a near-orthogonal arrangement of the
localized i and b orbitals are achieved (Fig. 6d). This preserves
the approximate block-diagonal structure of the Hamiltonian,
as required to reach the S1/S0 intersection seam (see Fig. S9 and
Table S6†). Furthermore, since the electronic coupling of the
bridge and P-ring with the asymmetric I-ring is weak at I-twisted
congurations, we may expect two MECIs related by a mirror
plane perpendicular to the I-ring and passing through the Ibond (i.e., approximate enantiomers, in contrast to MECI-I+/
and MECI-P+/ that are exact enantiomers). Indeed, in addition
to the previously reported MECI-I+, we located an essentially
isoenergetic MECI, labeled MECI-I2+. While the population
transfer eﬃciency is similar for both MECIs, the region around
MECI-I2+ is reached earlier in the dynamics due to its closer
proximity to the FC point. Consequently, the majority of the Itwisted population transfer (64%) occurs in the vicinity of
MECI-I2+. The seam MEP connecting the two MECIs (gray line
connecting the yellow markers in Fig. 6b) is characterized by

The implications of HOOP on photoproduct generation along the positive I-twist mediated decay pathway. (a) Contour plots of the S1
(top) and S0 (bottom) PESs along the I-torsion and HOOP modes. These have been obtained by an unrelaxed HOOP scan along geometries
derived from an I-torsional scan (keeping the P-torsion ﬁxed at zero, while all remaining coordinates were allowed to relax). The black arrow in
the top panel indicates the S1 MEP from the Z-isomer towards the I-twisted geometry. Each quadrant is labeled according to the in-phase and
out-of-phase deﬁnitions of conﬁgurations. MECIs are highlighted by the yellow diamonds while non-adiabatic transitions leading to groundstate recovery (Z-isomer) are indicated by open green circles and those producing photoproduct (E-isomer) by blue plus signs. These roughly
correspond to each peak in the approximate bimodal distribution (see Fig. S8†). The black line connecting MECI-I+ and MECI-I2+ shows the seam
MEP (see gray line in (b) and Fig. S13†). The MECIs are reached by tuning the bond distances (in particular, the P-bond and C5–C6 are extended by
3 and 4 pm, respectively) and contraction of the bridge angle by 6.8 . The main eﬀect of this is a destabilization of S0 (not shown) and
a rotation of the S0 ridge. (b) Three-dimensional representation of the PESs in (a). The contour plot below shows the energy gap between the S1
and S0 states, indicating a smaller gap (red) at out-of-phase geometries. The MECIs are shown as yellow points, and the seam MEP as the
connecting gray line. The two black points on the S1 surface correspond to out-of-phase and in-phase conﬁgurations at the same I-torsion
angle, see (d). (c) Schematic representation of the HOOP and I-torsional modes with estimates of their frequencies as obtained from the
dynamics. As indicated in (a), population transfer occurs when the two coordinates are at out-of-phase conﬁgurations. (d) Boys-localized orbitals
on the I-ring and the methine bridge (labeled i and b, respectively) for the in-phase and out-of-phase conﬁgurations indicated in (b). Isovalue:
0.03 a.u. The HOOP direction at out-of-phase conﬁgurations counteracts the rotation of the b-orbital relative to the i-orbital induced by the Itorsion, thereby maintaining an eﬀectively orthogonal arrangement of these orbitals similar to the situation at the 90 I-twisted minimum (S1-I,
Fig. 1a and b).
Fig. 6
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a small barrier of 0.1 eV, associated with planarization of the
methine C-atom and a 0.03 Å lengthening of the C5–C6 bond
(Fig. S13a†). The topography along the seam MEP remains
sloped towards the photoreactant (Fig. S13b and Table S5†). We
note that the direction and degree of the P-torsion at both
MECIs are governed by the pyramidalization so as to maximize
the alignment of the p orbital and the now increasingly sp3hybridized b orbital. However, motion along fP is associated
with only a small energy-gap penalty (i.e., it is outside the
branching space within the rst-order approximation) easily
compensated by small bond and angle adjustments. Therefore,
population transfer occurs over an extended region of the seam
where the P-ring can be misaligned with respect to the bridge
pyramidalization. In particular, in the (fI, fP) ¼ (+90 ,>0 )
quadrant (see Fig. 4c), the topography becomes sloped towards
the photoproduct (Fig. S14 and Table S5†). In the following, we
ignore the displacement along fP in the geometric classication
of the non-adiabatic events.
Our dynamics simulations suggest a correlation between the
location of the non-adiabatic population transfer events and the
outcome of the internal conversion: the ratios between reactive
and unreactive outcome of the internal conversion at the MECII+ and MECI-I2+ (combining data for both positive and negative
fI-values) are 3 : 1 and 1 : 2, respectively. This is at variance
with the seam MEP analysis (steepest descent paths from each
of the MECIs), which found both of these MECIs to be unreactive. Since MECI-I2+ is encountered rst in the dynamics (as it is
closer to the FC point), one might expect that it would be
especially reactive (as the molecule has been accelerated along
the reactive torsional mode and there has been little time for
energy dissipation). In the following, we explore the origin of
this diﬀerence in photoreactivity around the two MECI-Is.

Origin of diﬀerent dynamical behaviors
To uncover the origin of the diﬀerence in photoreactivity
between the two I-twisted MECIs, we investigated the implications of inertial eﬀects, i.e., the velocity and direction of the
approach to and exit out of diﬀerent regions of the I-twisted
intersection seam. While inertial eﬀects through the interplay
of eﬀective coupling strength and interaction time dictate the
eﬃciency of population transfer,37,41 we here focus on how they
aﬀect the outcome (i.e., successful or aborted isomerization).
Previous theoretical and experimental work on rhodopsin,
rhodopsin derivatives and retinal models has provided evidence
that the stereochemical route taken on the ground state is
controlled by the dynamic phase relationship of the C11]C12
torsion and H–C11]C12–H HOOP modes of the retinal
protonated Schiﬀ-base chromophore upon encounter of the
intersection seam.38,40,68–73 Inspired by this, we initially examined the inuence of the bridge HOOP motion on the photoproduct distribution in HBDI but found no clear trend. In
hindsight, this may not be surprising given that the nonadiabatic events occur at large displacements along the HOOP
mode and hence at low HOOP velocities (see Fig. 6c and S15†).
Next, we considered the inertial eﬀects within the branching
plane. Two limiting regimes can be envisioned. In the rst limit,
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the non-adiabatic transitions occur at classical turning points
within the branching space, i.e., at velocities with comparatively
small components along the g- and h-vectors, such that the
outcome is dictated by the momentum gained on the ground
state. In the second regime, the population transfer occurs with
substantial kinetic energy in the branching space. To explore
these limits, we considered the photoproduct distributions
obtained from 300 fs S0 dynamics starting from geometries
around each of the two MECI-Is (referred to as cone sampling)
and two constructed sets of initial velocities: (i) zero initial
velocities, where the only source of kinetic energy comes from
the acceleration induced by the ground-state PES, and (ii)
starting with all kinetic energy (0.44 eV, corresponding to the
energy diﬀerence between the FC point and the MECI-I+)
initially distributed entirely within the branching space. While
300 fs is too short to conclude whether the system has been
arrested in the photoproduct valley or not, the analysis indicates
the intrinsic photoreactivity following the passage through the
intersection seam. To investigate the dynamical photoreactivity,
we further estimate the committor distribution45,46 around each
of the two MECI-Is. Our procedure is similar to previous work by
Sellner et al.74 but also accounts for congurational sampling
around MECIs. The photoisomerization committor surface
gives an estimate of the probability of generating photoproduct
under the assumption of a thermalized state. Although thermalization is not expected during ultrafast internal conversion,
this analysis nevertheless provides insight into the inuence of
having non-zero kinetic energy within the intersection space.
Further details are provided in section S7.†
Fig. 7a and b summarize the results for the zero- and
random-initial-velocity sampling schemes applied to the two
MECI-Is (middle and bottom rows) whereas those obtained
from non-zero velocities restricted to the branching space are
shown in Fig. S16.† The location of each point in the polar plots
represents the geometric displacement within the branching
plane while its color indicates the outcome of the ground-state
dynamics or the probability of photoproduct formation for the
zero- and random-initial-velocity sampling schemes, respectively. For low velocities in the branching plane, the location of
the non-adiabatic population transfer on the I-twisted intersection seam determines the outcome, and photoproduct
formation is conned to regions corresponding to displacements in the +h-direction and only around MECI-I+. At higher
velocities with all kinetic energy restricted to the branching
space, the dissimilarity between the two MECI-Is largely disappears (Fig. S16†), and the exit direction within the branching
space now decides which product will be formed. In particular,
the h-vector represents the isomerization-driving coordinate
(+h-direction represents I-torsion towards the E-isomer, see
Fig. S7b†), and velocity along this direction promotes photoproduct generation irrespective of the location of the nonadiabatic transition (MECI-I+ or MECI-I2+). A similar imprint
of the +h-direction (in terms of both displacement and exit
direction) is obtained upon introducing initial kinetic energy in
the remaining degrees of freedom. The dashed black line in
Fig. 7b represents the equicommittor (i.e., geometries at which
initialization of S0 dynamics will lead to ground-state recovery
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Fig. 7 Implications of inertial eﬀects on photoproduct generation from the I-twisted intersection seam. Top row: schematic of the three

sampling schemes; middle row: MECI-I+; bottom row: MECI-I2+. Photoproduct distribution at each displacement within the branching plane, as
given by the polar coordinates (radii: 0.005–0.02 a.u. in steps of 0.005 a.u.), based on the outcome of dynamics starting from (a) zero initial
velocities. The asymmetric contraction of the I-ring and methine planarization on S0 (orange arrows) lead to oppositely directed acceleration of
the HOOP motion (black arrows) for the two MECI-Is. This promotes photoproduct formation at MECI-I+ while inhibiting it at MECI-I2+; (b) 50
initial conditions with randomized velocities. The black line represents the isocommittor line corresponding to 50% photoproduct generation. (c)
Distributions of the velocity components for the parent TBF along the h-direction (dominated by I-torsional motion, see Fig. S7†) at the nonadiabatic transition events close to the two types MECI-Is and categorized based on the outcome of the ensuing S0 dynamics. Events for both
positive and negative fI directions have been combined. In line with the photoproduct distributions in (b), photoisomerization near MECI-I2+
correlates with a positive component along the h-direction, and ground-state recovery from MECI-I+ with a negative component.

and photoproduct generation with equal probability). Consistent with the dynamics, we recover the picture of MECI-I+ being
more photoreactive than MECI-I2+, and the comparison
between the three diﬀerent sets of initial conditions suggests
that this intrinsic diﬀerence originates from the asymmetry of
the I-ring as will be discussed below.
The diﬀerent dynamical behaviors around the MECI-Is at
zero initial velocities can be explained by the directional bias of
the momentum gained along the lighter HOOP coordinate upon
reaching the ground state. Without initial kinetic energy, the
early dynamics on S0 will be governed by the direction of
steepest descent on S0 which involves a shortening of the C5–C6
bond and de-pyramidalization at the methine C atom (see
Fig. 7a, gradient diﬀerence vector in Fig. S7 and section S3†).
This results in a rapid, asymmetric contraction of the I-ring and
methine bridge planarization. In turn, this induces oppositelydirected HOOP motion for the two MECI-Is before any

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry

substantial deformation of the slower I-torsional mode takes
place. For MECI-I+, this promotes crossing of the S0 ridge
thereby enabling photoproduct generation, while impeding it
for MECI-I2+ (see Fig. 7a). We tested this interpretation by
articially increasing the mass of the methine H-atom to that of
a methyl group (15 amu). This conrmed that at zero initial
velocities the now heavier HOOP mode is no longer fast enough
to mediate barrier crossing prior to activation of the torsional
mode, thereby preventing photoproduct generation around
MECI-I+ (Fig. S17†).
Having explored various limiting behaviors at the I-twisted
seam, the central question then becomes what characterizes the
dynamical behavior of the system? In other words, what is the
actual velocity distribution upon reaching the intersection
seam? As expected from the oscillatory behavior along fI, the
overall distribution of velocity components along the h-vector at
the non-adiabatic transition events is symmetric and similar for
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both MECI-Is (Fig. S16a†). About 70% of the I-twisted population transfer occurs with a kinetic energy contribution along
the h-direction that is larger than the kinetic energy per degree
of freedom assuming equipartitioning among all vibrational
degrees of freedom. Moreover, as indicated in Fig. 7c, a separation based on the outcome of the internal conversion process
reveals a correlation between the direction of the component
along the h-vector and the photoproduct: ground-state recovery
close to MECI-I+ is associated with a negative velocity component whereas photoproduct formation in proximity to MECI-I2+
is mostly associated with a positive velocity component. An
opposite but much weaker trend is observed for the reverse
cases (i.e., photoproduct formation near MECI-I+ and groundstate recovery around MECI-I2+). The corresponding picture
weighted by the absolute population transfer is provided in
Fig. S18b.† Together, these results show that the 50% photoisomerization quantum yield for the I-twisted population is
a consequence of two eﬀects: (i) initial approach to the intrinsically unreactive MECI-I2+ region of the seam which is nevertheless more reactive than expected because non-statistical
conditions prevail and there is signicant velocity along the
isomerization-driving +h-direction (i.e., driven by inertial eﬀects
on S1), and (ii) the intrinsic higher photoreactivity of MECI-I+
compared to MECI-I2+ (i.e., mostly governed by the
photoproduct-favoring inertial eﬀects gained on the ground
state caused by the planarization direction of the bridge and the
asymmetry of the I-ring).
Our analysis suggests a possible strategy for optimizing the
rate and quantum yield of photoisomerization of HBDI. We
recall that the appearance of the out-of-phase MECI-I congurations is a consequence of the non-vanishing S1/S0 energy gap
at I-twisted structures: vibrational redistribution from the
isomerization-driving I-torsion into the HOOP coordinate is
required to reach the intersection seam. Applying a diabatic
biasing potential, such as through a chemical modication or
mutations of the protein scaﬀold, to selectively destabilize the
torsionally-decoupled jIi state, could potentially remove the
need for pyramidal motion, thereby changing the shallow
double well on the seam to a single well with its minimum near
or even coinciding with the I-twisted minimum. This could lead
to a more direct approach to the intersection seam along the
isomerizing-driving I-torsional coordinate with a consequent
increase in rate and yield of photoisomerization. The extent to
which such a strategy would be transferable to the chromophore
inside a protein remains to be investigated given that particular
movements may be arrested in the protein. Most apparently,
conformational restrictions may direct the wavepacket towards
alternative regions of the intersection seams, dynamically
inaccessible in the gas phase, and not considered in this work.
For example, the volume-conserving high-energy hula-twist
motion in the isolated chromophore has been suggested as
deactivation pathway in several GFP relatives.75–77

Conclusions
In summary, we have simulated the excited-state dynamics of
the isolated HBDI chromophore following photoexcitation to
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S1(pp*). Our simulations are in good agreement with experimental time scales enabling us to provide mechanistic insight
into internal conversion dynamics of the chromophore. Our
ndings can be summarized as follows. The excited-state population predominantly undergoes ultrafast internal conversion
through the I-twist pathway with only a minor fraction (5%)
decaying through the competing P-twist pathway. However, the
combination of equitable initial branching along the two
pathways and existence of a P-twisted minimum on S1 leads to
P-trapping on longer timescales. The near mirror symmetry of
the bridge-pyramidalized and I-twisted geometries introduces
two minima on the I-twisted intersection seam (MECI-I+ and
MECI-I2+) that dynamically display opposite trends in terms of
photoproduct formation. By mapping the photoreactivity of
each of the MECI-Is via a committor analysis and studying the
inuence of the exit direction on the outcome of the internal
conversion process, we identied the origin of this diﬀerence:
the asymmetry of the I-ring and bridge planarization direction
leads, upon reaching the ground state, to diﬀerently directed
HOOP motion, promoting selectively either photoproduct
generation (MECI-I+) or ground-state recovery (MECI-I2+).
Despite its lower photoreactivity, the earlier encounter of MECII2+ during the dynamics combined with the initial vibrational
energy redistribution into the isomerization-driving I-torsional
mode implies that internal conversion near both minima on
the seam contribute about equally to photoproduct formation.
Accordingly, HBDI represents an example where a combination of ballistic motion and statistical behavior involving an
inherently more reactive part of the seam governs the product
yield of the non-adiabatic decay. In other words, our work
suggests that the experimentally evidenced photo-induced
production of E-isomer28 indeed originates from direct
passage through the I-twisted intersection seam although
thermal isomerization on the vibrationally hot ground state can
also contribute at longer time scales.
The present explanatory study lays the foundation for future
work focused on manipulation: specically, addressing the
extent to which perturbative eﬀects, either inertial or potential
(steric/electronic), induced by substituents or environmental
modications can be introduced to tailor the outcome of
photoexcitation of HBDI. Tuning the photoisomerization
quantum yield is important not only in the traditional imaging
role through super-resolution microscopy8,9,78 but also for
emerging opportunities within optogenetics. For example, lightactivated strand-dissociation of split-GFP constructs could be
used as an optogenetic tool for protein control but their utility is
currently limited by the low yield of the strand-exchangeinducing photoisomerization.79,80 Two key approaches are
envisioned for such photoswitching applications. First, the
competitive P-twisted excited-state paths leading to a distinct
intersection seam could be eliminated by biasing the early
dynamics towards the reactive I-twist channel. The nonselectivity of the torsional pathways upon departure of the FC
point, inherent to the isolated chromophore, leads to almost
equal bifurcation of the wavepacket into the I- and P-channels.
Since P-torsion exclusively leads back to photoreactant, diminishing the importance of this channel should increase the yield
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of E photoproduct. Secondly, the rate and eﬃciency of photoisomerization along the reactive I-twist pathway could be
improved by impeding the competitive aborted isomerization
on the ground state. Although a strict distinction between
eﬀects of the surrounding protein and direct chromophore
modications cannot be made, the recent time-resolved uorescence study on Dronpa2 variants by Romei et al.81 indicates
the potential of using chemical substitution on the P-ring to
selectively modify the excited-state torsional barrier by tuning
the electronegativity of the substituent and hence the route
taken by the excited-state wavepacket. In line with the second
point, the fact that internal conversion in HBDI is gated by
bridge pyramidalization suggests modifying the wavepacket
approach to the intersection seam by shiing the location of the
MECI closer to the S1 minimum. Ideally, this could translate
into higher kinetic energy in the isomerization-driving Itorsional coordinate with a consequent accelerated internal
conversion and increased photoisomerization quantum yield.
Work is currently underway to explore these possibilities.
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